Abstract. Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) provides a mathematical tool to analyze and discover concepts in Boolean datasets (i.e. Formal contexts). It does also provide a tool to analyze complex attributes by transforming them into Boolean ones (i.e. items) thanks to conceptual scaling. For instance, a numerical attribute whose values are {1, 2, 3} can be transformed to the set of items {≤ 1, ≤ 2, ≤ 3, ≥ 3, ≥ 2, ≥ 1} thanks to interordinal scaling. Such transformations allow us to use standard algorithms like Close-by-One (CbO) to look for concepts in complex datasets by leveraging a closure operator. However, these standard algorithms do not use the relationships between attributes to enumerate the concepts as for example the fact that ≤ 1 implies ≤ 2 and so on. For such, they can perform additional closure computations which substantially degrade their performance. We propose in this paper a generic algorithm, named CbOI for Close-by-One using Implications, to enumerate concepts in a formal context using the inherent implications between items provided as an input. We show that using the implications between items can reduce significantly the number of closure computations and hence the time effort spent to enumerate the whole set of concepts.
Introduction
Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) [8, 25] provides a mathematical tool to analyze and discover concepts in Boolean datasets (i.e. Formal contexts). It does also provide a tool to analyze complex attributes by transforming them to Boolean ones (i.e. items) thanks to conceptual scaling [11] . For instance, a numerical attribute whose values are {1, 2, 3} can be transformed to a set of items {≤ 1, ≤ 2, ≤ 3, ≥ 3, ≥ 2, ≥ 1} thanks to interordinal scaling (see Figure 1) . Such transformations allow to use standard algorithms for enumerating all formal concepts in a formal context [5, 9, 17, 18] by leveraging a closure operator. However, these standard algorithms do not take advantage of the relationships between attributes to enumerate the concepts as for example the fact that "≤ 1 implies ≤ 2" and so on. For such, they perform additional closure computations which substantially degrade their performance. Some algorithms [2, 6, 14] have been proposed in the literature to handle some particular instances of contexts with implications. For instance, interordinal scaled contexts are directly linked to interval patterns as investigated by [14] . On the other hand, ordinal scaled contexts are linked to datasets augmented with a taxonomy (i.e hierarchy) between items (e.g. cats are animals) [2, 6] . Yet, to the best of our knowledge, when a formal context is provided with an arbitrary set of implications (i.e. forming some directed graph between items), no generic algorithm is provided.
In this paper, we propose a generic algorithm, named CbOI for Close-by-One using Implications, to enumerate formal concepts using the inherent implications between items provided as an input. In other words, provided a pair (formal context, directed graph of implications between attributes), CbOI uses at its best the provided implications between items to enumerate exhaustively and non-redundantly formal concepts. The proposed algorithm relies on a Divide & Conquer scheme to enumerate closed sets in a strongly accessible set system [4, 12, 17] . In fact, we show that closed sets are upsets (i.e. upward closed) in an equivalent poset of the input directed graph. We use then the fact that the set of these upsets forms a strongly accessible set system since it is an anti-matroid [7] . Building on these notions, we elaborate algorithm CbOI.
This paper is organized as follow: Section 2 recalls basic definitions about binary relations and partially ordered sets as well as definitions from Formal Concept Analysis. Section 3 introduces the Divide & Conquer Algorithm following [4] and explain the drawbacks of not using the implications to enumerate concepts. Next, Section 4 presents the formalization of the problem as well as the newly proposed algorithm dubbed CbOI. Details about implementation 4 of CbOI as well as its experimental evaluation are presented and discussed in Section 5.
Preliminary Definitions
In this paper, given an arbitrary set E, ℘(E) denotes the powerset of E (i.e. ℘(E) = {A | A ⊆ E}). Moreover, for any application f : E → F , and for any subset A ⊆ E, f [A] denotes the image of A by f (i.e. f [A] = {f (a) | a ∈ A}).
Binary Relations, Pre-Orders and Partial Orders
This section recalls basic definitions on binary relations, pre-ordered sets and partially ordered sets. More details can be found in [22] . Let E be an arbitrary set. A binary relation R over a set E is an arbitrary subset of E × E. For any element (a, b) in R we denote aRb. A binary relation R is said to be: (1) reflexive:
A binary relation → on E is said to be a pre-order on E if it is reflexive and transitive. The pair (E, →) is said to be a preordered-set or a proset for short.
A binary relation ↔ on E is said to be an equivalence relation on E if it is a symmetric preorder on E. The equivalence class of a ∈ E the set of its equivalent element {b ∈ E | b ↔ a}. The quotient set is the partition of E on equivalent classes and we denote it E/ ↔.
Partially Ordered Sets. A binary relation ≤ on E is said to be a partial order on E if it is an anti-symmetric preorder on E. The pair (E, ≤) is said to be a partially ordered set or a poset for short.
A mapping σ : E → E is said to be a closure operator on a poset (E, ≤) iff it is: (1) extensive: (∀a ∈ E) a ≤ σ(a), (2) monotonous: (∀a, b ∈ E) if a ≤ b then σ(a) ≤ σ(b) and (3) idempotent: (∀a ∈ E) σ(σ(a)) = σ(a). The set σ[E] = {σ(e) | e ∈ E} is then called the set of fixpoints of σ.
Up-sets and Up-closure. Given a poset (E, ≤), a subset S ⊆ E is said to be an up-set (or upper-ideal) iff : (∀x ∈ S, ∀y ∈ E) x ≤ y ⇒ y ∈ S. There is an operator ↑ on ℘(E) that associates to any subset S ⊆ E, the smallest up-set enclosing it. It is given by: ↑ S = {e ∈ E | (∃s ∈ S) s ≤ e}. Operator ↑ is called up closure and is a closure operator on (℘(E), ⊆). The set of all up-sets, denoted U(E), is given by the set of all fix-points of ↑. It is closed under arbitrary intersection and arbitrary union (i.e. (U(E), ⊆) does form a complete sublattice of (℘(E), ⊆)). Down-sets and down closure ↓ can be defined analogically. Please note that for s ∈ S, we denote ↑ s and ↓ s rather than ↑ {s} and ↓ {s}. Sets ↑ s and ↓ s are called principal filter and principal ideal respectively. In fact, we have ↑ S = s∈S ↑ s and ↓ S = s∈S ↓ s.
For a subset S ⊆ E, the set of minimal elements min(S) and max(S) are given respectively by the lower and the upper borders of S. Formally: min(S) = {s ∈ S |↓ s ∩ S = {s}} and max(S) = {s ∈ S |↑ s ∩ S = {s}} One important remark for a finite posets (E, ≤) is that for any up-set S ∈ U(E) we have S =↑ min(S). Moreover, min(S) represents the smallest subset C in S (w.r.t. ⊆) such that S =↑ C.
Last but not least, any finite poset (E, ≤) can be represented by its Hasse Diagram [22] : the transitive reduction [1] of directed acyclic graph (dag) (E, ≤). It does represent for each element e ∈ E the set of its direct lower (resp. upper) neighbors lowers(E) (resp. uppers(E)). For e ∈ E, we have:
lowers(e) = {l ∈ E | e covers l} = max(↓ e\{e}) uppers(e) = {u ∈ E | u covers e} = min(↑ e\{e}) For e 1 , e 2 ∈ E, we say that e 2 covers e 1 iff e 1 = e 2 , e 1 ≤ e 2 and there is no element e lying strictly between e 1 and e 2 : i.e. (∀e ∈ E) e 1 ≤ e ≤ e 2 ⇒ e = e 1 or e = e 2 .
Formal Concept Analysis
Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) was introduced in [25] as a mathematical framework to analyze and manipulate concepts in (binary) databases. FCA starts by a formal context [8] . A (formal) context is a triple K = (G, M, I) consisting of two sets G and M and an incidence relation I between G and M. Elements of G are Two fundamental operators, namely extent and intent, are defined on a formal context K = (G, M, I). The extent operator, denoted ext, associates to each itemset B ⊆ M the set of objects g ∈ G having all items in B. Formally, it is given by:
The set of all possible extents of a context K is denoted K ext and is given by
Dually, the intent operator, denoted int, associates to each subset of objects A ⊆ G the set of items m ∈ M common to the objects in A. Formally, it is given by: int :
The set of all possible intents of a context K is denoted K int and is given by
For ease of notations, for g ∈ G and m ∈ M, we denote respectively int(g) and ext(m) rather than int({g}) and ext({m}). Note that, for B ⊆ M and A ⊆ G, we have: ext(B) = m∈B ext(m) and int(A) = g∈A int(g). A key theorem in FCA (Proposition 10 in [8] ) is given below: 
. From now on, elements of K int are called closed patterns since they are the fixpoints of the closure operator int • ext.
As a matter of example, consider again the formal context depicted in Figure 2, we have ext({hotel, restaurant}) = {place 2 }, meaning that the only place that is both tagged hotel and restaurant is place 2 . Dually int({place 2 , place 3 }) = {Any, Restaurant}, that is what is common to place 2 and place 3 is that they are both tagged as Any and as Restaurant. Since ext({Any, Restaurant}) = {place 2 , place 3 }, the pair ({place 2 , place 3 }, {Any, Restaurant}) is a concept. Another important notion in FCA tightly linked to formal concepts and closed sets are implications (see Definition 1). For example, we have in the context depicted in Table 1 that Italian Restaurant → Restaurant. Indeed, all Italian Restaurant are Restaurant.
Definition 1 (Item-Implications). Let A, B ⊆ M be two itemsets. We say that A implies B and we denote A → B iff: ext(A) ⊆ ext(B). In other words, if an object has all items in the set of attributes A then it has all items in itemset B. For two items a, b ∈ M, we call an implication {a} → {b} item-implication and we denote it a → b for ease of notation.
Handling Complex Data in Formal Concept Analysis. While basic FCA provides a tool to analyze (formal) contexts (i.e. Boolean datasets), several techniques are proposed in FCA literature to handle more complex datasets like numerical ones. The most straightforward way, is called (conceptual) scaling [8, 11] . It is the action of transforming a dataset to a formal context w.r.t. the nature of patterns we are looking for.
For instance, if we want to look for (closed) interval patterns in numerical datasets [14] (i.e. (closed) n-dimensional hyper-rectangle in the euclidean space), we use interordinal scaling. Figure 1 depicts such a transformation. It can be shown that the set of closed patterns (i.e. intents) with a non-empty extent in the interordinal scaled context encoding a numerical dataset represents the set of non-empty extent closed interval patterns [14] .
Other example of datasets are those augmented by a taxonomy (i.e. hierarchy of items) [6] . For instance Figure 2 depicts such a dataset. In general, patterns we are looking for in such datasets are (closed) itemsets using antichains of the taxonomy. Ordinal scaling can be used to handle such a type of datasets. The ordinal scaling of the dataset presented in Figure 2 is presented in Table 1 . Note that FCA offers other more sophisticated tools to handle complex data, we can cite among other techniques pattern structures [10, 19] and pattern setups [3, 21] . 
Formal Concepts Enumeration
The enumeration of formal concepts is an equivalent task to the enumeration of closed patterns in a formal context. Indeed, for a formal context K, we have
where K int is no more than the set of fixpoints of the closure operator int • ext. Many algorithms are proposed in the literature [5, 9, 17, 18] (among others) to enumerate exhaustively and non-redundantly closed sets of some closure operator σ on (℘(E), ⊆) with E an arbitrary finite set. A. Gély showed that many of those algorithms can be seen as an instance of a more general divide-&-conquer algorithm proposed in [12] . Later, Boley et al. [4] proved that such a generalization can be used to enumerate exhaustively and non-redundantly closed sets (i.e. fix-points) of a closure operator σ : F → F in a finite strongly accessible set system (E, F) rather than only for the case F = ℘(E). We recall below some definitions about set systems. A set system on an arbitrary finite set E is a pair (E, F) where F is a set of subsets of E (i.e. F ⊆ ℘(E)) called the set of feasible sets. For a set system (E, F), we present below some properties:
. F is closed under set union).
Implications between properties are depicted in Figure 3 . A set system (E, F) is said to be accessible if it has property [P1] and strongly accessible [4] ). Note that anti-matroids have the 6 aforementioned properties. Anti-matroids are greedoids and greedoids are strongly accessibles.
Given a finite strongly accessible set system (E, F) and a closure operator σ : F → F. Boley et al. [4] showed that Algorithm 1, dubbed Divide & Conquer Closed Set Listing (D&C for short), enumerates exhaustively and non-redundantly fixpoints of σ (i.e. σ[F]). Algorithm 1 starts from the smallest element σ(∅) in σ[F] (Line 8) then enumerates in depth-first fashion concepts in σ[F] by performing closure computations (Line 3) then checking, thanks to canonicity test (Line 4), if the closed set is already generated making D&C non-redundant.
Concepts enumeration and eventual problems. Algorithm D&C can be instantiated easily for instance to enumerate closed patterns (or concepts) of a formal context K = (G, M, I) in a top-down fashion. Indeed, the considered
[P3]
[P4]
[P5] set system can be the general one (M, ℘(M)) and the closure operator is int • ext. Rather than outputting only closed patterns C ∈ K int (Line 7), one can print the concept (ext(C), C). Such an algorithm is in fact Close-by-One (CbO) [17, 18] . Algorithm CbO has a delay time complexity 5 of O(|G||M| 2 ), a total time complexity of O(|G||M| 2 |K int |). Please note that the time complexity of the closure computation is given by O(|G||M|).
However, such an enumeration does not use the inherent implications between items. For instance, let us reconsider the interordinal scaled context presented in Figure 1 , we present below some steps of execution of CbO:
1. Begins:
The canonicity test does not fail since B = ∅ and algorithm continues by enumerating all subconcepts of (ext(C new ), C new ). Further, at line 6, we have B = {x ≥ 2}.
4, y ≤ 4} at Line 3. Since B = {x ≥ 2}, canonicity test fails since C new ∩B = {x ≥ 2}. The enumeration continues until the end. The problem shown beforehand after adding x ≥ 3 is the fact that there was a useless closure computation that led to a certain failure. One could avoid this closure computation if the inherent implication x ≥ 3 → x ≥ 2 is used. Indeed, since x ≥ 3 → x ≥ 2, any closed itemset containing x ≥ 3 contains x ≥ 2. This shows that one can avoid some closure computations if implications are used properly, or in other words, avoid visiting some non valid closed itemsets. Moreover, such implications are sometime known from the user since they are inherent to the attributes and not derived from the incidence relation of the context. This is the case of interordinal and ordinal scaled datasets for example. While some state-of-the-art algorithms try to use this knowledge (i.e. implications between some items of the context) in some particular datasets as it is the case of numerical datasets (interordinal scaled contexts) [14] or datasets augmented with a taxonomy of items (ordinal scaled contexts) [2, 6] ; no general algorithm has been proposed to enumerate concepts in a context while taking benefit from an arbitrary provided set of item-implications (cf. Definition 1).
Using Item-Implications to Enumerate Concepts
In this section, we start by formalizing the user inputs, that is: the formal context and the implications between items provided by the user. Next, we show how to transform this pair of inputs to an equivalent pair with a poset between (sets of) items. We show then that the closed patterns of the input context are, up to the aforementioned transformation, in the anti-matroid of up-sets of the poset (cf. Proposition 2 and 4). The proposed algorithm is then a straightforward implementation of D&C since anti-matroids are strongly accessibles.
Let K = (G, M, I) be a finite formal context.
Definition 2.
The item-implication basis associated to a context K, denoted →, is given below:
The definition given beforehand regroups all item-implications existing in the context. Moreover, pair (M, →) forms a pre-ordered set. We model now the item-implication basis known/provided by the user. We can say informally that such a set of implications are those that are inherent to the attributes (not necessarily derived) from the incidence relation.
Definition 3.
A valid Item-Implication basis for K is any sub relation I of →.
User Inputs. The input is then a pair (K, I) where K is a finite formal context and I is a valid item-implication basis for K. Figure 4 (left) depicts an example of the input pair (K, I). It is clear that I provides a partial information about a pre-order. Relation I can be augmented to a sub pre-order → I of → thanks to reflexive closure (i.e. adding (m, m) to I for all m ∈ M) and transitive closure (i.e. the smallest transitive relation containing I). Thus we will be dealing from now on with an equivalent pair (K, → I ) where (M, → I ) is a pre-ordered set.
Building a Partial Order
Pre-order → I could contain some cycles (i.e. not anti-symmetric). One can define an equivalence relation ↔ I on M such that (∀a, b ∈ M) a ↔ I b iff a → I b and b → I a. Please note that if a ↔ I b then ext(a) = ext(b). With M = M/ ↔ I the quotient set of M on ↔ I and the following relation ≤ I :
One can show that (M , ≤ I ) does form a partially ordered set (poset). Accordingly, context K = (G, M, I) is also transformed to K = (G, M , I ) where: Figure 4 gives an example of such a transformation from K to K and from (M, → I ) to (M, ≤ I ). Note that this transformation is a partial columnclarification (see [8] ) in the sense that it does concern only the item-implication basis → I provided by the user since we want to use only the user inputs. If the total item-implication basis → associated with the context is used, the beforehand transformation will be equivalent to a column clarification. Proposition 1 provides that looking for concepts (or extents) in K is equivalent to look for concepts in the partially clarified context K . As such, from now on, we will consider the pair (K, ≤ I ) such that (M, ≤ I ) is a partial order. If not so, the context and the item-implication basis are transformed as shown beforehand (cf. Figure 4) .
Proof. Recalling that K ext and K ext are closed under arbitrary intersection. We prove the double inclusion:
In other words, A ∈ K ext since it is the intersection of some elements in K ext .
; that is A ∈ K ext since it is an intersection of some elements in K ext .
Closed Patterns Are Up-Sets
Consider now the obtained pair (K, ≤ I ) where
Proof. Let m ∈↑ C, thus ∃c ∈ C such that c → I m or in other words, ext(c) ⊆ ext(m). Since int is order-reversing ((ext, int) is a Galois connection (see The-
A straightforward corollary of Lemma 1 is given below:
where U(M) = {S ⊆ M |↑ S = S} is the set of upsets on (M, ≤ I ).
Proof. Let C ∈ K int , we have C ⊆↑ C by extensivity of ↑. In the other hand, we have ↑ C ⊆ int • ext(C) = C according to Proposition 1 and by using the impotence of int • ext. Hence, C =↑ C or in other words C ∈ U(M).
Proposition 2 shows that all closed patterns are up-sets. It should be noticed that if the provided item-implication basis I is equal to the complete itemimplication basis → associated to context (see Definition 2) , then all principal filters in poset (M,
We conclude that: rather than enumerating elements of ℘(M) to look for closed itemsets, as for instance Close-by-One does, one can consider only elements of U(M). For that, one can use Algorithm D&C (see Algorithm 1) to enumerate concepts of K if the set system (M, U(M)) is strongly accessible which is fortunately the case according to Proposition 4. We state in Proposition 3 a characterization of the upper neighbors of S ∈ U(M) in the poset (U(M), ⊆). This proposition is crucial to build the algorithm and to prove Proposition 4. 
Proof. Let S ∈ U(M) and let a ∈ M\S. We show below both implications:
We have ↑ (S ∪ {a}) =↑ S∪ ↑ {a} = S∪ ↑ {a}. Since, ↑ {a} ⊆ S ∪ {a}, then S∪ ↑ {a} ⊆ S ∪ {a}. By extensivity of ↑ we have S ∪ {a} ⊆ S∪ ↑ {a}. Thus, ↑ (S ∪ {a}) = S ∪ {a} or in other words S ∪ {a} ∈ U(M). -(⇒) Let a ∈ max(M\S), that is ∃b ∈ M\S such that a ≤ b and a = b.
Hence, b ∈↑ (S ∪ {a}) (since b ∈↑ a) but in the same time b ∈ S ∪ {a}. In other words ↑ (S ∪ {a}) = S ∪ {a}. Hence, S ∪ {a} ∈ U(M). )) is an anti-matroid [7] .
Proof. We have ∅ ∈ U(M). It remains to show now that (M, U(M)) has property [P 4] (see Section 3). Let be two upsets A, C ∈ U(M) s.t. C A, we need to show that: ∃a ∈ C\A s.t. A ∪ {a} ∈ U(M).
Let us show before that max(C\A) ⊆ max(M\A). Let e ∈ max(C\A), hence e ∈ M\A. Let f ∈ M s.t. e ≤ f and e = f . In one hand, since e ∈ C we have f ∈ C since C ∈ U(M). In the other hand, since e ∈ max(C\A) then f ∈ C\A. Therefore, f ∈ A or in other words f ∈ M\A. We conclude that e ∈ max(M\A). Thus max(C\A) ⊆ max(M\A).
According to Proposition 3, ∀a ∈ max(M\A), we have A ∪ {a} ∈ U(M). Moreover, we have max(C\A) = ∅ since M is finite and C\A = ∅ (since C ⊆ A). Since ∅ = max(C\A) ⊆ max(M\A) then ∃a ∈ C\A s.t. A ∪ {a} ∈ U(M). The set contoured with two lines C = {a, c, d} ∈ U (M) is an upset and min(C) = {c, d}. The set contoured with one line addables(C) = max(M\C) = {b, e, f } regroups addable items. Indeed, all upper neighbors of items b, e and f are in C (note that item b has no upper-neighbor). The set contoured with one dashed line potential addables(C) = {g} contains potential addable items. Indeed, uppers(g) = {b, d} contains at least one element in C.
Close-by-One using Implications (CbOI) Algorithm
We have shown in Proposition 2 that, for a (K, ≤ I ) with K = (G, M, I ) s.t. (M, ≤ I ) is a poset, all closed patterns in K int are upsets in U(M). Since (M, U(M)) is strongly accessible (Proposition 4), we can use Algorithm 1 (D&C) to enumerate concepts in K using closure operator int • ext on (M, U(M)). Algorithm 2 dubbed Close-by-One using Implications (CbOI for short) is then a straightforward implementation of Algorithm 1 where somehow only line 2 is modified according to Proposition 3: For C ∈ K int , the set addables(C) denotes the set of items to add to build the next closed itemsets. It is given by:
In the next section, we show that some optimizations can be made to compute and maintain efficiently the set of addable items for each generated closed sets (Line 2). Moreover, one can partially compute the closure (Line 3-4) in order to perform canonicity test (Line 5). 
Empirical Evaluation and Technical Details
We start by explaining some technical details around CbOI implementation provided in https://github.com/BelfodilAimene/CbOImplications.
Implementation Details
Computing the Partial Order from the Input Item-Implications. As explained in Section 4.1, the user input is a pair ( (1) ) where there is an arc (S 1 , S 2 ) in I (1) iff ∃m 1 ∈ S 1 and m 2 ∈ S 2 such that (m 1 , m 2 ) ∈ I (0) . Such an operation is called graph condensation. Once M computed, the context
ext according to Proposition 1). The DAG (M, I
(1) ) represents the partial order ≤ I (i.e. a reflexive and transitive closure of I creates ≤ I ). A more usual and efficient way to store ≤ I is to compute the transitive reduction of (M, I
(1) ) [1] to obtain the Hasse Diagram of ≤ I . We obtain then (M, I) where we store for each m ∈ M both sets of its direct lower and upper neighbors (i.e. lowers(m) and uppers(m)) w.r.t. (M, ≤ I ).
Computing and Maintaining Addable Items. Now that the partial order ≤ I is encoded by the list of lower and upper neighbors for each item m ∈ M (i.e. the Hasse Diagram). One solution is that at each step of the algorithm, for a closed itemset C, we computed the set addables(C) = {a ∈ M\C | uppers(a) ⊆ C} whose complexity is O(G 2 ). This computation of addable items could lessen the performances of the implementation. To address this drawback, we propose to keep for each generated itemset C ∈ U(M), the set of its addable items addables(C), the set of potential addable items potential addables(C) and its minimal elements min(C) (only if we want to output them). An item p ∈ M is said to be potentially addable if p ∈ M\ (C ∪ addables(C)) and it has at least one element of its direct upper neighbors uppers(p) in C. Formally: potential addables(C) = ( c∈min(C) lowers(c))\addables(C). Figure 5 gives an example about addable and potential addable items for a closed itemset C.
These three aforementioned sets of addable items, potential addable items and minimal items can be maintained incrementally as follow. Given an up-set C ∈ U(M) and an item a ∈ addables(C), the following steps are performed to compute the three sets associated to the up-set C ∪ {a}:
1. min(C ∪ {a}) := (min(C)\uppers(a)) ∪ {a}. 2. potential addables(C ∪ {a}) := potential addables(C) ∪ lowers(a) 3. Initialize addable items addables(C ∪ {a}) by addables(C)\{a}. 4. For each item p in the computed potential addables(C ∪ {a}), if we have uppers(p) ⊆ min(C ∪ {a}) then remove it from potential addables(C ∪ {a}) and add it to addables(C ∪ {a}). This can be further optimized by maintaining for each potentially addable item the number of direct upper neighbors that are not already in C. Whenever, element a is add, we subtract 1 from the values associated to elements in lowers(a). Once a potentially addable element sees its value become 0, he is considered as addable item and no longer potentially addable. Going back to Figure 5 , adding the addable item b updates the different sets as follow: C new = {a, c, d, b}, min(C new ) = {c, d, b}, addables(C new ) = {e, f, g} and potential addables(C new ) = ∅.
Computing Next Closure and Performing Canonicity Test. Line 3-5 in Algorithm 2 are dedicated to closure computation of the newly generated set and checking if such a closed pattern is already generated. Some optimizations can be made here. For instance, vertical representation of the context (i.e. keeping for each item, its extent) can be held in memory in order to compute efficiently the new pattern extent (Line 3). For closure computation (Line 4) and canonicity test (Line 5), one can use the optimizations explained below:
1. We have a canonicity test fail (i.e. int
. Hence, we do not need to compute the closure int • ext(C ∪ {m}) to perform the canonicity test. Note that to ensure a fair comparison between CbOI and CbO, this same optimization has been used for CbO implementation. 2. To maintain both sets of addable and potential addable items as explained beforehand, closure computation is computed incrementally by adding item per item until there is no addable item a s.t. ext(C ∪ {m}) ⊆ ext(a).
Outputting Minimal Elements. If the item-implications in ≤ I are wellknown by the user, one should output only minimal element of a closed pattern C w.r.t. ≤ I (i.e. min(C)) since C contains some redundant information [6, 14] .
Experimental Evaluation
Experiment Settings. Experiments were conducted in a machine with an Intel Core i7-7700HQ 2.80GHz CPU and 7.7 GiB memory space and the implementation was done using Python 2.7.12. Table 2 : Benchmark Inputs and their characteristics: the number of objects |G|, the number of attributes |M|, the size of the concept lattice |Kint| of the context K, the number of strict (irreflexive) item-implications | → * I | in the pre-order associated to the corresponding input implication basis, the number of strict item-implications in the context | → * | (see Definition 2) and the density given by | → * I |/| → * |.
and ≥ 3 →≥ 2 →≥ 1). Mushroom 9 features only nominal attributes. Hence, its associated context K 6 represents the result of nominal scaling of all attributes. Note that the set of implications I 6 is empty, yet there are some implications between items that are context-dependent (i.e. → is not empty).
Evaluation Results. Table 3 reports the number of closures and the performance of CbO and CbOI on the different benchmark inputs. For each benchmark context K i , we run both algorithms on the provided implication basis (i.e. input (K i , I i )) as well as on the total one that is associated to the context (i.e. (K i , →)). For a fair comparison, we report the context load/preparation time into the memory for CbO as well as the load/preparation time of the pair (context, implication basis) for CbOI. When → implication basis is used, the load time includes the time spent to compute it.
It is clear that the number of closures performed by CbOI is much less than the ones performed by CbO in all tests excepts when no implications are provided. This corresponds to the case (K 6 , I 6 ) where the number of closures performed by CbOI is supposed to be equivalent to the number of closures performed by CbO if the same order of choice of items to add is followed.
Concerning the execution time, it is clear that the load time for CbO is lesser than the load/compute time for CbOI since CbOI does load and prepare additionally the item-implication basis. However, even if CbOI has this drawback, one can see that the enumeration time is much faster than CbO (i.e. up to 15× faster for input (K 3 , I 3 ) or even more for input (K 4 , I 4 )). This compensates the overhead induced by the implication-basis load time in CbOI. One could notice that CbO perform better than CbOI when no implication is provided as it is the case in test (K 6 , I 6 ). This is due to the fact that CbOI manages more structures than CbO during enumeration. It is worth noting that even if the implication basis is computed then used to enumerate concepts (see tests (K i , →)), CbOI performs faster than CbO (up to 6× faster for input (K 3 , I 3 )). Still, we can observe that CbOI is less efficient when the underlying implication basis is huge (case (K 3 , →), (K 4 , →) and (K 5 , →)). This can be explained by the fact that CbOI spends more time to handle a huge and complex system of item-implications but the gain obtained from these base of implications does not compensate this effort.
